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QUESTION NO: 1

Which statement will return the name of the browser being used to view the script?

A. navigator.appName 

B. navigator.platform 

C. navigator.userAgent 

D. navigator.appVersion 

ANSWER: A 

QUESTION NO: 2

Consider the following code: 

When an invalid e-mail address is entered, an alert is displayed to the user, but the form submission is not interrupted. What 
changes need to be made to the script in order to abort the submission if an invalid e-mail address is entered?

A. Add return false after the alert() statement. 

B. Change return to validate in the function call. 

C. Add validate false after the alert() statement. 

D. Remove the return keyword from the function call and put it in front of the alert() statement. 

ANSWER: A 
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QUESTION NO: 3

Consider the following statement: 

for (X; Y; Z) 

What does Z represent in this code?

A. The counter variable 

B. The loop counter update expression 

C. The condition under which the loop will execute 

D. The highest value that the counter variable may reach 

ANSWER: B 

QUESTION NO: 4

Maria, a 22-year old student, is testing her JavaScript application, which includes the following code: 

Assuming Maria enters truthful information, what is the value of z after executing this code?

A. No value ?error in line 1 due to missing var keyword for userAge. 

B. No value ?error in line 1 due to multiple declarations in one line. 

C. Maria "is" 22 "years old" 

D. Maria is 22 years old 

ANSWER: D 

QUESTION NO: 5

Which statement will correctly call a JavaScript function without error?

A. var myFunction() 

B. initiate myFunction() 

C. call myFunction() 

D. myFunction() 

ANSWER: D 
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QUESTION NO: 6

Suppose you define two variables as follows: 

var x = 5;

var y = "5"; 

Which statement will return the mathematical sum of these variables?

A. alert(x + int(y)); 

B. alert(x + parseInt(y)); 

C. alert(x + y); 

D. alert((int)x + (int)y); 

ANSWER: B 

QUESTION NO: 7

Consider the following code: What is the expected result when you run this script in the browser?

A. An alert box displaying charlie, bravo 

B. An alert box displaying alpha, bravo followed by an error 

C. Two alert boxes displaying alpha, bravo and alpha, bravo respectively 

D. Two alert boxes displaying alpha, bravo and charlie, bravo respectively, followed by an error 

ANSWER: B 

QUESTION NO: 8

Which choice best defines events and event handlers?

A. An event can be an action initiated by the user, and an event handler specifies how JavaScript will react to the action. 

B. An event is an action initiated by the operating system, and an event handler is a function defined by the user. 

C. An event handler can be an action initiated by the user, and an event specifies how JavaScript will react to the action. 

D. An event is initiated by an error in JavaScript, and an event handler will attempt to bypass the error and continue. 

ANSWER: A 

QUESTION NO: 9
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Which choice demonstrates the correct syntax for declaring a variable?

A. var last name; 

B. var &lastname; 

C. var "lastname"; 

D. var lastName; 

ANSWER: D 

QUESTION NO: 10

How is the alert() method different from prompt() and confirm()?

A. The alert() method generates a modal dialog box, which requires user action before the next JavaScript instruction can be 
executed,whereas prompt() and confirm() do not. 

B. The alert() method requires only one parameter, whereas prompt() and confirm() require two parameters. 

C. The alert() method requires two parameters, whereas prompt() and confirm() require only one parameter. 

D. The prompt() and confirm() methods return a value, whereas alert() does not. 

ANSWER: D 
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